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• Before 2019: 
o Requests for articles came in via ILL or email
o Library staff contacted the archivist, who would scan the requested article 
& send it to the librarian, who would deliver it to the patron
o Requests were few and far between (about 1-2 per month maximum)
• Digitizing the journal would:
o Enable patrons to find and download articles themselves
o Reduce unnecessary work and duplication of effort
o Make material more accessible and increase use
Inventory of the journal 
collection
Measurements of various 
formats, inventory to determine 
missing issues, any condition 
issues, total page number 
count (about 13,000)
Initial Complications
• Incomplete collection 
o Out of 159 issues, we were missing 26.
o We were able to borrow missing issues from nearby university libraries 
(Wayne State University and University of Michigan) after explaining the 
project and letting them know the final product would be publicly 
available for anyone to access.
• Variable condition, formats, and sizes
o Journal was published in 2 different sizes (bulletin and magazine format).
o Copies from university libraries were in bound volumes while ours were 
individual issues.  Unbinding was not an option, as we had to return them.
o Some were discolored or fragile from age.
Working with Iron Mountain
• After considering several vendors, 
we selected Iron Mountain for the 
digitization project
o We chose to have each article scanned as 
a separate PDF.
o We also wanted other materials (front and 
back matter, table of contents, index, 
reviews, letters, etc.) scanned so readers 
would be able to examine an entire issue as 
a whole if they wanted.
Condition of scans
Because of different formats, 
some scans had to be done on 
a book scanner vs. a flatbed. 
This resulted in different color 
and curvature of the page.
Adding to our institutional repository
• When we were setting up our institutional repository, it was 
decided that the medical journal would be a good addition.
• We consulted with bepress and saw some other examples of 
institutions publishing back issues or discontinued journals.
• While the system is primarily intended for journals in active 
publication, it was adaptable for our needs.
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